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Traversing Tradition Jul 21 2021 Contributed articles presented as a collaborative series initiated by World Dance Alliance, Asia Pacific Center with Jawaharlal Nehru University, School of
Arts and Aesthetics.
The Last Lambada Apr 17 2021 Novel about Lambadi, Indic people.
The Fluid Frame in Cinema May 07 2020 This book is a passionate rendezvous with cinema, the most collaborative of art forms. The essays here explore the possibilities offered by a close
reading of cinema that keeps cultural contexts and their socio-historical roots firmly in sight. This collection does not consider the “frame”, that oft-referenced basic unit of vision in films, as a
limiting structure. Rather, it brings into purview what is left out. Divided into three sections, the essays look firstly at Indian cinema, both Bollywood and regional films, tracing the journey of
Indian cinema from the periphery to the center. The second section focuses on Adaptation Studies and takes an unorthodox look at classic adaptations of literature. The final section is a
reappraisal of directors like Alfred Hitchcock and Stanley Kubrick. The essays propose that, even though the film as an artwork does not change fundamentally over time, it still strikes a
contemporary critical gaze differently.
Collections Mar 29 2022
Tourism Marketing Sep 30 2019 Tourism Marketing: A Strategic Approach presents a variety of practical application tools, skills, practices, models, approaches, and strategies that are
proving themselves effective in tourism marketing. The volume considers overall infrastructure, socioeconomic conditions, and modern tourism business infrastructure in discussing the
efficiency of good strategies and practices and their impact on business and economic growth. Tourism is one of the fastest growing industries, and in the next few decades, it will play a role
in many fields, such human resources, national economic growth, and more.
Festival Feb 25 2022
The Future of Indian Universities May 31 2022 At a time of social, political, and economic shifts across the world, India is faced with the pivotal challenge of addressing the state of its
universities. In a region that was home to the leading higher learning institutions during ancient times, the descent in the quality of higher education offered by modern India’s universities is
yet to create the desired impact. To be effective, universities will need to create institutional ecosystems that are reflective of the complex and interconnected worlds their graduates will live
in. India’s extraordinary demographic profile creates a compelling need for its universities to reimagine their roles. The contributors in this volume argue for fundamental reforms to bring
about a renewed sense of purpose. The chapters are authored by leading scholars in the fields of law, management, educational theory, liberal arts, international relations, and science and
technology, and reflect the multiple approaches necessary to address the most difficult challenges in our times. The volume provides international and comparative perspectives on higher
education, and will be immensely useful in highlighting issues being faced by Indian universities.
The Routledge Companion to Dance in Asia and the Pacific Aug 10 2020 This Companion documents and celebrates artistic journeys within the framework of rich and complex cultural
heritages and traditional dance practices of the Asia-Pacific region. It presents various dance forms from Australia, Cambodia, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, and the South Pacific. Drawing on extensive research and decades of performative experience as artists, choreographers, producers, teachers, and critics, the
authors approach issues of dance and cultural diversity from a theoretical perspective while at the same time exploring change, process, and transformation through dance. The book
discusses themes such as tradition, contemporization, interdisciplinarity, dance education, youth dance, dance networks, curatorial practices, and evolving performative practices of dance
companies and independents. It also looks at regional networking, curating dance festivals and spaces that foster collaboration, regional cooperation, and cultural exchange, which are
essential features of dance in Asia and the Pacific. This collection will be of interest to students and researchers of pedagogy, choreography, community dance practice, theatre and
performance studies, social and cultural studies, aesthetics, interdisciplinary arts, and more. It will be an invaluable resource for artists and practitioners working in dance schools and
communities.
Recent Advances in Materials Technologies Oct 12 2020 This book presents the select proceedings of the first International Conference on Energy and Materials Technologies (ICEMT)
2021, organized by the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Sri Sivasubramaniya Nadar College of Engineering, Kalavakkam, India. It covers the recent technologies in two broad
thematic areas: energy and materials. Various topics covered in this book include advanced materials and characterization, mechanical behavior of materials, nanomaterials and
nanotechnology, biomaterials, composite materials, environmental-friendly materials, structural materials, advances in aerospace technology, and advanced materials and manufacturing.
The book is useful for students, researchers, and professionals in the area of mechanical engineering, especially various domains of materials.
Advance excel 2016 training guide Apr 05 2020 Explaining the difficult concepts in a familiar language, this comprehensive book offers a variety of examples along with their systematically
worked out solutions, covering the complex functionality of Excel 2016. -Galaxy Golden Stars of the Silver Screen Jul 01 2022 ?This book hopes to capture some of the magic created by the famous stars –heroes, heroines, villains, comedians, character actorsas well as playback singers and music directors and of course, directors of the golden era of Hindi cinema that spanned the 1960s and 1970s.This magic still lives on and I hope this book will
play a role in keeping it alive and passing it on to the coming generations. The genius of these towering personalities does not end with them- it provides a peep into a time that had a
romance and artistic feel all of its own. I was fortunate to have been part of it since my childhood, when the love affair with Hindi cinema started. My parents simply loved to watch films and
my brother and I always went with them. So we were initiated into this magical world quite early in life And it stayed with us alongwith lingering memories of songs and stars on cinema
screens in theatres now long vanished. This magic, those memories, that fascination is now pushing me to put on paper my love for Hindi cinema’s most beautiful era. Through my personal
fondness and emotional connection with the films and stars of this era, I hope to bring a warm touch to their profiles. With this nostalgic lens, I hope to bring out the features no longer visible
in present-day films, their themes or characters. This book takes one back into a world where emotions, romance, melody and a very different set of moral values prevailed in our cinema.
Charisma too was a dominant force on the silver screen and my book highlights its various ineffable aspects. Chetan Anand ‘s fine directorial skill, Raj Kapoor’s showmanship, Dilip
Kumar’s perfection as the king of tragedy, Madhubala’s ethereal beauty and vibrancy or Dev Anand;s
Essays on Social Reform Movements Feb 13 2021 Contents: Introduction, Why Social Reforms?, Importance of Social Reforms, The Principles of Social Reforms, Traditions and Social
Reform, Revival and Reform, A Plea for Judicial Reform, Rights of Women, Demand for English Education, Sri Ramakrishna: Mystic and Spiritual Teacher, Separate Movements Among the
Muslims, In Support of Western Education, Art and Science, Muslims and the Early Phase of the Congress, Islam Neither Violent nor Dogmatic, Marriage Reform Among the Hindus, A Plea
for Widow Re-Marriage, Theosophy and Social Change in India: With Special Reference to Annie Basant s Contribution, The Work of the Theosophical Society in India, Society and Religion,
The Nineteenth Century.
Enterprise Resiliency in the Continuum of Change: Emerging Research and Opportunities Jun 27 2019 There can be no growth in a business without change. Learning how to cope
with change and capitalize on new developments is pivotal to organizational growth. Enterprise Resiliency in the Continuum of Change: Emerging Research and Opportunities is a critical
reference source that discusses the components of business-related change and how organizational leaders can progress their company through such alterations rather than fail during
turbulent times. Highlighting important topics such as enterprise schemata, change triggers, company resiliency, and intervention theories, this scholarly publication is designed for business
owners, enterprise leaders, professionals, and researchers interested in learning more about how to make an organization resilient during times of change.
Business India Dec 26 2021
The Indian Factories Journal Feb 02 2020
2019-20 Annual Report of LNJPIT Nov 24 2021 2018-19 Annual Rreport of LNJPIT, Loknayak Jai Prakash Institute of Technology, is a government engineering college in Bihar. It is
managed by the Department of Science and Technology, Bihar. It is approved and recognized by the All India Council for Technical Education and is affiliated to the Aryabhatta Knowledge
University of Patna.
Collections, First Indian Film & Video Guide Sep 22 2021
Bollywood's India Mar 05 2020 Bollywood is India's most popular entertainment and one of its most powerful social forces. Its blockbusters contest ideas about state formation, capture the
nation's dispersed anxieties, and fabricate public fantasies of what constitutes "India." Written by an award-winning scholar of popular culture and postcolonial modernity, Bollywood's India
analyzes the role of the cinema's most popular blockbusters in making, unmaking, and remaking modern India. With dazzling interpretive virtuosity, Priya Joshi provides an interdisciplinary
account of popular cinema as a space that filters politics and modernity for its viewers. Themes such as crime and punishment, family and individuality, vigilante and community capture the
diffuse aspirations of an evolving nation. Summoning India's tumultuous 1970s as an interpretive lens, Joshi reveals the cinema's social work across decades that saw the decline of studios,
the rise of the multi-starrer genre, and the arrival of corporate capital and new media platforms. In elegantly crafted studies of iconic and less familiar films, including Awara (1951), Ab Dilli

Dur Nahin (1957), Deewaar (1975), Sholay (1975), Dil Se (1998), A Wednesday (2008), and 3 Idiots (2009), Joshi powerfully conveys the pleasures and politics of Bollywood blockbusters.
Longevity: a Vedic Approach Dec 02 2019 The correct judgement of longevity is highly complex, but is equally important and sought after. “Knowing longeity is difficult even for gods” said
sage Parashar. Any prediction made without considering it may make the prediction a laughing stock of both the astrologer and astrology. The time span between birth and death of a native
is called his longevity. Longevity and death are not the same but are closely related. However it is not yet clear what death is. Our scriptures have at various places equated death with
different types of Mrityu Tulya agonies which are different from physical death. Again the destiny of each one of us is interlinked with our close kith and kin and our relationship with them is
pre-determined, predestined and irrevocable. Death is severing of final link of a native with them. Hence a native’s death must get corroborated / confirmed in the horoscopes of his close
relations. An attempt is made in this book to address all such issues. The book is a study of about 225 natives who had lived and died in different countries at different time, at different age
and of different causes, applying known tools of astrology. The book is an attempt to help clear some mist and enable to have a better judgement of longevity.
Marketing Analytics Sep 10 2020 The authors of the pioneering Cutting-Edge Marketing Analytics return to the vital conversation of leveraging big data with Marketing Analytics: Essential
Tools for Data-Driven Decisions, which updates and expands on the earlier book as we enter the 2020s. As they illustrate, big data analytics is the engine that drives marketing, providing a
forward-looking, predictive perspective for marketing decision-making. The book presents actual cases and data, allowing readers invaluable real-world instruction. The cases show how to
identify relevant data, choose the best analytics technique, and question the link between marketing plans and customer behavior. Dealing with actual scenarios sheds light on the most
pressing marketing questions, such as setting the optimal price for one’s product or designing effective digital marketing campaigns. Big data is currently the most powerful resource to the
marketing professional, and this book illustrates how to fully harness that power to effectively maximize marketing efforts.
Human Resource Management Jan 15 2021 Human Resource Management Strategic Analysis Text and Cases has been designed to provide the comprehensive knowledge about the
subject. The book combines the operational as well as the strategic aspects of HRM. It presents detailed coverage of the princip
Driven May 19 2021 What makes Virat Kohli the undisputed monarch of the cricket world today is not his iconic status in the sports hierarchy but that the highest praise comes from the
opposition camp and past greats. However, his family didn't always have it good. No stranger to loss, Kohli's biggest support both on and off the field – his father, succumbed to a cerebral
stroke when he was very young. In a fitting tribute that would've made his old man proud, Kohli returned to continue an innings just a few hours after his father passed away. 'He was the one
who drove me to practice every day,' the captain of the Indian Test team recalls with characteristic humility and grace. Widely travelled sports journalist Vijay Lokapally goes on to recount
happier times on the journey of Virat's rapid rise to international stardom, an account punctuated with little-known stories by his fellow players, coaches and intimates. At 27, he has already
been the recipient of countless accolades including the Arjuna Award, the title of BCCI's 'international cricketer of the Year' as well as the ICC's 'ODI Player of the Year', but for Kohli it's not
about the money or the fame, or the roar of the crowds or the flattering attention from women of all ages. Few know of his altruistic nature and his dedication to numerous charities for underprivileged children. What has not escaped the public eye though, is how this wizard of the willow wears his heavy mantle with such insouciant ease.
The Ruling Chiefs of Western India and the Rajkumar College Sep 03 2022
Excel With Aiims Previous Years' Solved Papers Nov 05 2022
Written With the Pen Of Love Jul 09 2020 Everyone needs some space only for them to discover themselves, to know more about people around, to convey their inner feelings to
themselves, to love the nature, to think about the random stuffs, to question themselves for things done already or yet to be, regrets in life is too included. These can?t be explained to
everyone, only to the inner self. And those personal space experiences, journeys, life lessons, expressed feelings and questions are written by our beautiful co-authors
Cutting-edge Marketing Analytics Jan 03 2020 This is today's most complete and practical guide to modern marketing analytics methods and tools. Through real case studies, you'll learn
how to connect marketing inputs to customer behavior, use predictive models to develop forward-looking, what-if scenarios, and effectively apply analytics to strategic decision making in
marketing. Covering the three core areas of marketing analytics - statistical analysis, experiments, and managerial intuition - the book is organized to help you apply the right analytics
processes to each strategic marketing question. For each challenge, the authors fully describe the needed methodology, illuminating it with case studies that show the appropriate
quantitative and data analysis tools at work. Each chapter mirrors a module within a typical masters-level Marketing Analytics course. For each marketing problem, the authors help you:
Identify the right data and analytics techniques Conduct the analysis and obtain insights from it Outline what-if scenarios and define optimal solutions Connect your insights to strategic
marketing decisions As you proceed, you'll gain an in-depth understanding of: The importance of marketing analytics for forward-looking and systematic allocation of marketing resources
How to integrate quantitative analysis with managerial sensibility How to conduct strategic marketing data analysis via linear regression, logistic regression, cluster analysis, and Anova
models The role of careful experimental design in marketing analytics and resource allocation Each chapter contains technical notes that provide the statistical knowledge you'll need to
conduct the analysis, paired with case studies of real companies addressing marketing issues, and real data you can use to apply the concepts and perform the analysis yourself.
Bollywood in Posters Dec 14 2020 A rare compilation of hand-printed as well as digitalized landmark Hindi film posters from the 1930s to the present - both tracing the journey of an art
form and the evolution of cinema in India. The text accompanying each poster carries a synopsis, banner, details of cast and technical crew, date of release, famous songs, awards won, and
some lesser-known anecdotes about the film. The posters are from young Hindi film buff, S M M Ausaja's personal collection of posters, lobby cards, record album covers and other
memorabilia.
Basic Business Communication Aug 02 2022
Arbitration in India Mar 17 2021 India has a long-standing tradition of dispute resolution through arbitration, with arbitral-type regulations going back to the eighteenth century. Today,
amendments to the 1996 Indian Arbitration Act, a steady evolution of case law and new arbitral institutions position India’s vibrant system once more at the forefront of international
commercial dispute resolution. In this handbook, over forty members of the international arbitration community in India and beyond offer authoritative perspectives and insights into topics on
arbitration that matter in India. International arbitration practitioners, Indian practitioners, and scholars have combined efforts to produce a practical and informative guide on the subject.
Among numerous notable features, the contributors provide detailed analysis and description of such aspects of arbitration as the following, with a focus on the Indian context: Indian
application of the 1958 New York Convention; law governing the merits of the dispute and awards; investor-state dispute settlement; drafting arbitration clauses for India-centric agreements;
managing costs and time; rise of virtual arbitration and technology; effect of public policy in light of extensive Indian jurisprudence; and arbitration of claims relating to environmental damage.
Practical features include checklists for drafting arbitration clauses and a comparative chart of major commercial arbitration rules applicable to India. Also included is a comparative analysis of
arbitral regimes in India, Singapore and England; chapters on the India Model Bilateral Investment Treaty and ISDS reforms; a special section on the enforcement of foreign awards; a section
on the drafting of the award guided by leading arbitrators and stakeholders and a review of the new 2021 ICC Rules. For foreign counsel and arbitrators with arbitrations in India, this
complete and up-to-date analysis provides guidelines for practitioners, corporate counsel, and judges on considerations to be borne in mind with respect to arbitration with an Indian nexus
and whilst seeking enforcement and execution of an arbitral award in India. It will prove an effective tool for students and others in understanding and navigating the particularities and
peculiarities of India’s system of domestic and international commercial arbitration.
Excel 2019 All-In-One Oct 31 2019 100% practical guide to understand and use basic to advance level Excel 2019 DESCRIPTION Excel is, by far, the most preferred spreadsheet program
on this planet. People love it because of its simplicity and easy user interface. The primary focus of Excel is to perform basic to advanced level numeric calculations. Every industry,
department, job role is dependent on Excel to perform day to day duties as well as data analysis and visualization. Microsoft Excel is available in both offline (Excel 2019) and online (Office
365) versions. If you are new to Excel or use this program day in day out, then this book will surely clear your logics and concepts of excel. This book starts with an introduction to Excel
program and an overview of its interface and move towards an explanation of new features being introduced in Excel 2019 and Office 365, then an in-depth discussion on entering and
transforming data. Understanding different formulas and functions with practical exercises. Afterwards, how to perform data analysis and present it using different data visualization tools.
Finally, extracting data and automation of tasks through Macros. After going through this book, you will become conceptually strong in using various features of Excel. You will increase your
productivity by understanding and using the right tool for the related data set. KEY FEATURES What’s New in Excel 2019 Office 365 Putting Data into Excel Transforming and Managing the
Data Formulas and Functions Data Analysis techniques Data Visualization techniques Multiple ways of Data Extraction Automation in Excel through Macros WHAT WILL YOU LEARN By the
end of the book, you will come across many case studies to put your knowledge to practice and understand many tools to solve real-life business problems such as importing data into Excel
from different sources, data cleaning through various tools including flash fill, bringing data together into one place using lookup functionality, analysing it to get insights through pivot tables &
what if analysis, generating forecast based on past trends, exporting final reports, understanding Power features like Power Pivot/Query/Map and automating manual processes through
Macros . Remember to practice along with sample data files provided in the exercise files bundle of the book to master these techniques. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is for anyone
who is either new to Excel or daily Excel user. This book will take you from basic concepts of Excel to Advanced level. Whether you belong to any industry or serving any department, as an
Excel user, this book will make you a Pro in Excel. Table of Contents What’s New in Excel 2019/Office 365 Entering Data in Excel Transforming and Managing Data Formulas and Functions
Data Analysis Data Visualization Data Extraction Automation in Excel through Macros
A Dictionary of Urd?, Classical Hind?, and English Nov 12 2020
Digitizing the Modern Library and the Transition From Print to Electronic Jan 27 2022 The development of online digital libraries has enhanced the availability of printed materials. By
implementing these systems, this ensures the access of material to universities, students, and bibliophiles. Digitizing the Modern Library and the Transition From Print to Electronic is a pivotal
reference source for the latest techniques and initiatives needed to transition libraries into the digital age. Featuring extensive coverage on relevant areas such as electronic resource
management, library management software, and semantic web, this publication is an ideal resource for faculty members, research scholars, students, information specialists, and librarians in
universities and in academic, public, and special libraries.
In His Footsteps Jun 07 2020 In His Footsteps : A Homage to Dad Dear Dad: A Homage is fictitious story narrated by Srikar, a twenty-eight-year-old English literature and film-making
graduate, about his association with the most important people in his life. He reminisces his memorable moments with his beloved father, Dr. Raj Kumar, an English fiction author, theatre
actor and mathematics professor, who is now resting in eternal peace. He recounts the thoughtful conversations he had with his dad, and how he encouraged and inspired him to pursue his
passion. He describes the beautiful companionship between his mom, Anjali, an incredible painter, and his dad; his relationship with the girl he adores most, Asmita, a fashion designer; and
the beautiful bond his family shares with his eighteen-year old adopted sister, Niharika, a gifted and trained singer. He also narrates how much his dad is revered and admired by his family,
colleagues, students and a large circle of his friends.
Research Data Access and Management in Modern Libraries Oct 24 2021 Handling and archiving data should be done in a highly professional and quality-controlled manner. For academic
and research libraries, it is required to know how to document data and support traceability, as well as to make it reusable and productive. However, these institutions have different
requirements relating to the archiving and reusability of data. Therefore, a comprehensive source of information is required to understand data access and management within these
organizations. Research Data Access and Management in Modern Libraries is a critical scholarly resource that delves into innovative data management strategies and strategy
implementation in library settings and provides best practices to stakeholders using the latest tools and technology. It further explores concepts such as research data management, data
access, data preservation, building document and data institutional repositories, applications of Web 2.0 tools, mobile technology applications in data access, and conducting information
literacy programs. This book is ideal for librarians, information specialists, research scholars, students, IT managers, computer scientists, policymakers, educators, and academic

administrators.
International Economics Oct 04 2022 International Economics is one of the most important and dynamic disciplines of economics. The subject has become all the more complex and
interesting because of the interesting because of the intricacies involved in economic factors, international relations, and the socio-economic environment. This book captures all the recent
developments in the international economics and business scenario. The contents of the book are divided into four parts. The first part contains - International Economics and Trade,
Analytical Tools of International Economics, Theory of Comparative Costs, Modern Theories of International Trade, Hechscher- Ohlin Theory and Gains from International Trade. The second
part includes-International Trade and Economic Development, Terms of Trade, Tariffs and International Trade, Contribution of Economic Growth to International Trade, Analysis of Growth
Parameters, Free Trade vs. Protection, Non-Tariff Trade Barriers - Quota System, Dumping and State Trading. The third part comprises - Balance of Payments, Foreign Trade Multiplier,
Monetary Policy-Fiscal Policy Mix and Foreign Exchange Management. The Fourth part includes - Strategy Towards Globalization, Theory of Economic Integration; Customs Union, Theory of
Economic Integration: Regional Blocs and Grouping, WTO Framework, International Financial Institutions, GATS and National Income Determination. The book has a special section on Case
pertaining to International Economics and International Business. The book has been written in a clear, crisp and lucid style. Authentic (up-to-date) data and proper illustrations have been
provided to facilitate proper understanding of the subject. This book has been designed keeping in view the standard requirements of the undergraduate and postgraduate students of various
areas of Economics, International Business and Management.
Handbook of Research on Innovative Management Using AI in Industry 5.0 Jun 19 2021 There is no industry left where artificial intelligence is not used in some capacity. The application of
this technology has already stretched across a multitude of domains including law and policy; it will soon permeate areas beyond anyone’s imagination. Technology giants such as Google,
Apple, and Facebook are already investing their money, effort, and time toward integrating artificial intelligence. As this technology continues to develop and expand, it is critical for everyone
to understand the various applications of artificial intelligence and its full potential. The Handbook of Research on Innovative Management Using AI in Industry 5.0 uncovers new and
innovative features of artificial intelligence and how it can help in raising economic efficiency at both micro and macro levels and provides a deeper understanding of the relevant aspects of
artificial intelligence impacting efficacy for better output. Covering topics such as consumer behavior, information technology, and personalized banking, it is an ideal resource for researchers,
academicians, policymakers, business professionals, companies, and students.
The Jubilee Book of Cricket Jul 29 2019
Essays on Indian Art and Architecture Aug 29 2019 Contents: Introduction, Studies in Indian Architecture, Fort Architecture in Ancient and Medieval India, Art and Architecture: Northern
India, Art and Architecture: South India, The Aspect and Orientation in Hindu Architecture, Kalinga Style of Architecture, Symbolism of the Dome, Art and Architecture, Muslim Architecture in
India, A Plea for Indian Architecture.
Marketing Analytics Apr 29 2022 Helping tech-savvy marketers and data analysts solvereal-world business problems with Excel Using data-driven business analytics to understand
customers andimprove results is a great idea in theory, but in today's busyoffices, marketers and analysts need simple, low-cost ways toprocess and make the most of all that data. This
expert book offersthe perfect solution. Written by data analysis expert Wayne L.Winston, this practical resource shows you how to tap a simple andcost-effective tool, Microsoft Excel, to solve
specific businessproblems using powerful analytic techniques—and achieveoptimum results. Practical exercises in each chapter help you apply and reinforcetechniques as you learn. Shows
you how to perform sophisticated business analyses usingthe cost-effective and widely available Microsoft Excel instead ofexpensive, proprietary analytical tools Reveals how to target and
retain profitable customers and avoidhigh-risk customers Helps you forecast sales and improve response rates formarketing campaigns Explores how to optimize price points for products
andservices, optimize store layouts, and improve onlineadvertising Covers social media, viral marketing, and how to exploit botheffectively Improve your marketing results with Microsoft
Excel and theinvaluable techniques and ideas in Marketing Analytics:Data-Driven Techniques with Microsoft Excel.
Forty Years of the Rajkumar College Aug 22 2021
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